Read & Write

Daryl’s Dilemma

A Short Story by Sheri Barile
This month’s Read & Write short story takes us to rural Idaho and the dairy farm of Daryl Olson.
He has run his family farm since his father retired 12 years ago. Recently, he has realized that his
demanding occupation has distracted him to the detriment of his marriage, and now he is determined
to remedy that. But as he makes plans to show his wife how much she means to him, a complication
arises: will his big moment be spoiled?
Preparation & How-To’s

• Print a large-print copy of the story. Ask for volunteers to read
a section or read the dialogue of the characters like a script.

• Read the story and use the Discussion Starters at the end to
spark a conversation.

• Use the link in the last paragraph to play “Lady in Red” when
the story concludes.

• Pictures can be printed out or they can be displayed on the
television during the activity.

Daryl’s Dilemma
The Story
He waited until the car backed down the driveway and turned its nose south, toward town. Daryl
had arranged for his sister, Emily, to take his wife on a girl’s excursion—an afternoon of shopping
and a salon makeover planned to get her out of the house. As the car accelerated down the dirt
road, leaving a cloud of dust in its wake, he emerged from the kitchen onto the patio and headed
straight for the auxiliary barn.
He chose this particular structure for concealing his secret because he knew it was the one place
his wife would never stumble onto it. While she had always been very willing to roll up her sleeves
and do the work required of dairy farmers, she steered clear of the auxiliary barn, declaring it a
disaster zone and an obstacle course that only Daryl could safely navigate. With Joyce’s stubborn
refusal to ever step foot inside, he felt safe taking his treasure there and hiding it inside his locked
tool chest in a dark corner of the dreaded outbuilding.
As he walked across the vast expanse of weedy field beyond the patio wall and past the large barn
that housed his dairy cows, he saw Remy, the family’s pet goat, go springing from his play yard
into the adjacent field, where a closed gate that blockaded the pasture seemed to beckon him. The
goat stopped, lowered his head briefly, and then took three steps backward. Remy paused for a
moment and then lowered his head again, rushing the gate and then ramming it.
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“All of that play equipment I installed, and he goes out there and rams the gate,” Daryl muttered. Then
to the goat he shouted, “Remy, go home!” This order, Daryl would soon learn, was his big mistake.
He reached the auxiliary barn, which stood nearly 150 yards from his house, and lifted the wooden
drop bar that barricaded the door. It slid from its bracket a little too easily, and Daryl noticed that
there was a split in the wood around the bolt that anchored the bar, which left the entire apparatus
a little too wobbly. As he stood it upward and leaned it against the stop-block nailed to the barn
wall, it began to fall. He caught it, raised it once again, and got it properly balanced.
“Gonna have to fix that,” Daryl said to himself, as he grabbed the door handle. He swung the door
outward until it stood half-opened and stepped inside. He flipped a light switch, and a bare bulb on
the ceiling cast a dim light—just enough to illuminate his path to the toolbox. He held tight to the
eastern wall, where a relatively clear expanse of floor allowed passage between his lawn tractor on
the left and some haystacks he had placed against the wall on the right—a playground for the cats,
really. Arriving at the tool chest, he pulled a key from his pocket, unlocked it, and withdrew a small
box from inside.
As he turned to make his way back to the door, he saw Remy standing just beyond it, and Daryl
could make out from the billy’s posture that he was feeling mischievous—perhaps even defiant.
The goat made eye contact and then lowered his head. Suddenly, Daryl saw with perfect clarity
what was about to happen and he shouted, “No Remy!”
The goat was already at full speed, and when he hit the partially open
door, it slammed shut with a loud whack. The impact was so hard
that it caused the barn wall to shudder, and the drop bar fell, slipping
firmly into the barricade bracket and locking Daryl inside. The only
other door, to his dismay, was kept padlocked from the outside, and
the lone window stood high on the western wall and was far too small
to climb through. He was stuck.
“Now what?” he muttered. His big plans were just derailed by a goat.
Those plans had sprouted almost two months earlier, sparked by a conversation he’d had with his
sister, Emily. Seven weeks ago, to be precise…
Daryl had returned to the house late that afternoon to find Joyce carefully removing a hot apple pie
from the oven and placing it on the sill of an open window to cool. He’d seen her do this perhaps
a hundred times during their 15 years of marriage, but somehow, this familiar scene had changed
over time. He couldn’t quite put his finger on it, but lately, the sight of his wife in the kitchen making
his favorite dessert had gone flat. It was as if she had forgotten to spice the pie. Oh, the traditional
cinnamon, nutmeg, and allspice had been added to the filling—he could smell these spices wafting
through the kitchen. But metaphorically speaking, Joyce had always added the spices of joy and
fulfillment, and now she seemed to be omitting them.
She used to hum while she was cooking for me, Daryl thought, as he lathered his calloused hands
at the sink. When is the last time I heard her hum?
He watched her move from the window back to the stove, where she basted a pot roast and then
added carrots and quartered potatoes to the Dutch oven. She boosted the flame just a little and
turned to him.
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“Dinner will be on the table in 45 minutes,” she said. “You have time for a shower if you want.”
He stepped toward her and put his arms around her. “Are you saying I smell?” he asked.
Joyce returned his mischievous wink with wry eyes. “No,” she said. “What I am saying is that I’m
not feeling inclined to confirm it one way or another.”
She gave him a quick kiss on the cheek and turned her attention to the butcher block island, where
salad vegetables were laid out, scrubbed, and ready to dice.
“Okay,” he said. “I’ll make myself presentable.”
In the shower, his thoughts turned toward a conversation he’d had with Emily just a few days earlier.
He had mentioned to her that Joyce had seemed a little distant for a while now, and he couldn’t
shake the feeling that he was failing her somehow.
“Well,” Emily had said, “you did almost forget your anniversary last month and had to get her a
last-minute gift that you had clearly put no thought into. Really, Daryl—a scented candle?”
“I thought candles are supposed to be romantic, and it was lavender. She loves lavender.”
“But Joyce is such a special person, and she is absolutely the best thing that ever happened to you,”
Emily said. “Just look at the way she supports you in running this farm.”
It was true. In their 15 years together and the past 12 here on the farm, she had asked very little
and given so much. From raking out stalls and shoveling manure to donning full-length rubber
gloves and helping Daryl deliver an oversized calf, she was always right there by his side.
“You really should put some effort into showing her that you see how wonderful she is,” Emily had
continued. “She has a birthday coming up—her 40th. Why don’t you plan something phenomenal?”
As he toweled off, Daryl started thinking about making a grand gesture. It would be a gesture that
would both celebrate her milestone birthday and compensate for his thoughtless anniversary gift.
When they had married, money was tight. They had put off taking a honeymoon, thinking they
could save and go somewhere wonderful later on, but since taking over the farm, it seemed there
was never time. She seemed perfectly content to wait, but the years were piling up.
He had also never given her a diamond engagement ring when he proposed because he couldn’t
afford it at the time.
“I’m quite happy with a simple gold band,” she had assured him. “I don’t need a precious gem on
my finger when I have you.”
That was 15 years ago, and seven weeks ago he noticed that she wasn’t humming anymore.
She is the gem in this partnership, and I’m going to give her something to hum about, he was thinking
now, as he took a seat on a utility stool resting in the glow of the barn’s single lightbulb. He opened
the small box he had just taken from his tool chest and studied its contents with admiring eyes. And
now, she’ll have a gem to wear when I take her to Nova Scotia for a long overdue honeymoon next
month. As Daryl thought about this, a smile gently bent the corners of his mouth.
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Eventually, his gaze shifted, and he looked around for any type
of implement that might facilitate an escape. If only the tractor
keys were in his pocket, he could back it into the barn door, which
would surely yield upon impact. But the tractor keys were kept on
a hook near the kitchen door and could be of no help to him now.
Unfortunately, his cell phone was in the kitchen as well, getting a
much-needed charge.
Through a narrow slot between the barn’s wall boards, Daryl could glimpse a sliver of his property.
The base of a large tree trunk stood in the distance about 40 yards away. He had felled that tree
just a year earlier and now used the flat surface of the trunk to split wood. He shook his head in
growing dismay as he realized the one tool that could get him out of here—his axe—was currently
lodged in the trunk of that old oak.
Checking his watch, Daryl silently reassured himself that crews would start arriving in about two hours
to begin setting up. He believed he could yell loudly enough to draw their attention when the time came.
Until then, he decided to recline on a bale of hay and get some rest for the big night.
Not long thereafter, Daryl dozed off. He dreamed of a morning nearly 10 years earlier, when he and
Joyce had conducted a little experiment in the dairy barn. Joyce had read on the internet that a
study had shown cows produced more milk when they were exposed to slow, soothing music. She
had persuaded him to create a playlist featuring leisurely tunes from some of their favorite artists.
They also mixed in a couple of specific songs mentioned in the study: “Perfect Day” by Lou Reed
and “Bridge over Troubled Water” by Simon and Garfunkel. Then, they went to the barn to play
the music for their girls. They never did conclude one way or another that the music had made a
difference in the milk production that day, but it sure had lifted their own spirits. Daryl and Joyce
wound up dancing until lunchtime as they listened to “Can You Feel the Love Tonight” by Elton
John and “Lady in Red” by Chris de Burgh.
As the watery edges of that dream began to ebb, Daryl stirred. Through the haze of fading slumber,
he believed he could still hear Elton John’s voice echoing in the rafters. His eyes fluttered open,
and he squinted at the glare of a sinking sun gleaming in through the small window on the west
wall. As he raised his hand to shield his eyes, a perfectly round flash bounced on the ceiling like
the pinpoint light of a laser, only larger. Confused, he sat up and tried to reposition. The reflective
flash vanished.
Now he realized that he could still hear Elton John, and it had not been a dream. The DJ had been
setting up on the patio and was testing his sound equipment. Daryl checked his watch. It was
nearly 5:30. Guests would be arriving soon, and Emily was due to bring Joyce back to the house at
six o’clock.
He began to shout but soon realized that from this distance, his voice would never be heard above
the music. Although no more than two minutes had passed, he checked his watch again. As he did,
he caught another glimpse of the bouncing flash of light. He moved his hand once more and saw
the flash ricocheting high on the wall.
“It’s the ring,” he muttered. Joyce’s gift, which he had slipped onto his pinky earlier to admire, was
reflecting the light of the sun, and that gave him an idea.
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Daryl snaked his way through a maze of obstacles and moved to the west wall of the auxiliary
barn, where he’d spotted a knothole in the wood. He held his left hand, which bore the diamond
ring, at the opening and turned it from side to side, as if he were a queen waving to a crowd of
adoring fans. The dairy barn stood to the southwest, and just as Daryl hoped, the reflection of the
diamond struck the structure’s siding with a series of bright flashes. It was highly unlikely that a
caterer or the DJ would notice it from behind the patio wall, but as guests arrived and parked their
cars where Daryl had instructed them to, they might see it.
It was just five minutes later when Daryl heard a car pull up the gravel drive on the east side of
the house and roll slowly back to the open field, where he had staged a makeshift parking lot
already accommodating the DJ’s van and a catering truck. He couldn’t see who it was from where
he stood but didn’t wait to hear car doors slam to start flashing his SOS. His efforts did not draw an
initial response.
As more guests arrived, conversations arose on the patio, and the big question circulating among
them was, “Where is Daryl?” Joyce’s mother approached the DJ and promptly interrupted the
music to ask him if he’d seen the host. She was told that no one had seen him since arriving
more than an hour earlier to set up, and he and the caterers had just proceeded with the party
preparations they’d discussed with Daryl when they were hired.
Once this news was reported to Joyce’s father and began to circulate, a search party of sorts was
formed. Women searched the house, and the men set out into the fields toward the outbuildings.
One noticed a flashing light that might have been coming from the auxiliary barn, and another
reported hearing shouts from that direction. Moments later, a wobbly barricade bar was lifted from
its bracket and the door swung open to reveal a haggard-looking but smiling Daryl Olson.
Just then, Emily pulled into the drive on the opposite side of the house with the guest of honor.
As Daryl and the others hurried back to the patio, he spotted Joyce emerging from the car looking
beautiful in a new red sundress that she had surely purchased that day, and that Emily must have
persuaded her to wear home. They all converged, and as Joyce looked from one face to the next
with confusion in her eyes, they shouted, “Surprise!”
Daryl took one last step toward her, cupped both of her hands in his own, and rather weakly said,
“Surprise.” He shrugged sheepishly, slipped the ring on her finger, and added, “I know it’s two days
early, but happy birthday.” He was sweaty and disheveled and a little hoarse from yelling, but his
entire face was beaming.
Joyce began to throw her arms around him, and he intercepted them.
“I think I might smell,” he said. “I’ve been locked in the auxiliary barn since you left with Emily and
haven’t had a chance to shower.”
Joyce smiled mischievously. “Well, let’s just confirm that, shall we?” she said, pulling a straw from
his shaggy hair. She hugged him tightly and nuzzled his neck. “Hmmm,” she said, “musky with
stale hay undertones and a barn cat finish. Delicious!”
Just then, the DJ cranked up “Lady in Red,” and Daryl danced with his wife as she hummed in his
ear and her diamond flashed in the lights strung on the patio. They danced for a very long time,
even after guests had departed and the DJ had packed up his equipment and left. That night, the
Olsons danced until the cows came home.
The End
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Discussion Starters

• What does it mean to you to be appreciated by someone you love?
• Have you ever felt overlooked or taken for granted?
• How important do you think it is to have joy and fulfillment in a marriage?
• Do you have a favorite song to which you have enjoyed dancing with that someone special?
• Has anyone ever thrown a surprise party for you? If so, how did it make you feel?
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Daryl’s Dilemma
He waited until the car backed down the driveway and turned its nose
south, toward town. Daryl had arranged for his sister, Emily, to take his
wife on a girl’s excursion—an afternoon of shopping and a salon makeover
planned to get her out of the house. As the car accelerated down the dirt
road, leaving a cloud of dust in its wake, he emerged from the kitchen
onto the patio and headed straight for the auxiliary barn.
He chose this particular structure for concealing his secret because he
knew it was the one place his wife would never stumble onto it. While
she had always been very willing to roll up her sleeves and do the
work required of dairy farmers, she steered clear of the auxiliary barn,
declaring it a disaster zone and an obstacle course that only Daryl could
safely navigate. With Joyce’s stubborn refusal to ever step foot inside, he
felt safe taking his treasure there and hiding it inside his locked tool chest
in a dark corner of the dreaded outbuilding.
As he walked across the vast expanse of weedy field beyond the patio
wall and past the large barn that housed his dairy cows, he saw Remy, the
family’s pet goat, go springing from his play yard into the adjacent field,
where a closed gate that blockaded the pasture seemed to beckon him. The
goat stopped, lowered his head briefly, and then took three steps backward.
Remy paused for a moment and then lowered his head again, rushing the
gate and then ramming it.
“All of that play equipment I installed, and he goes out there and rams
the gate,” Daryl muttered. Then to the goat he shouted, “Remy, go
home!” This order, Daryl would soon learn, was his big mistake.
He reached the auxiliary barn, which stood nearly 150 yards from his
house, and lifted the wooden drop bar that barricaded the door. It slid
from its bracket a little too easily, and Daryl noticed that there was a split
in the wood around the bolt that anchored the bar, which left the entire
apparatus a little too wobbly. As he stood it upward and leaned it against
the stop-block nailed to the barn wall, it began to fall. He caught it, raised
it once again, and got it properly balanced.
“Gonna have to fix that,” Daryl said to himself, as he grabbed the door
handle. He swung the door outward until it stood half-opened and stepped
inside. He flipped a light switch, and a bare bulb on the ceiling cast a dim
light—just enough to illuminate his path to the toolbox. He held tight to
the eastern wall, where a relatively clear expanse of floor allowed passage
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between his lawn tractor on the left and some haystacks he had placed
against the wall on the right—a playground for the cats, really. Arriving at
the tool chest, he pulled a key from his pocket, unlocked it, and withdrew
a small box from inside.
As he turned to make his way back to the door, he saw Remy standing just
beyond it, and Daryl could make out from the billy’s posture that he was
feeling mischievous—perhaps even defiant. The goat made eye contact and
then lowered his head. Suddenly, Daryl saw with perfect clarity what was
about to happen and he shouted, “No Remy!”
The goat was already at full speed, and when he hit the partially open door, it
slammed shut with a loud whack. The impact was so hard that it caused the
barn wall to shudder, and the drop bar fell, slipping firmly into the barricade
bracket and locking Daryl inside. The only other door, to his dismay, was kept
padlocked from the outside, and the lone window stood high on the western
wall and was far too small to climb through. He was stuck.
“Now what?” he muttered. His big plans were just derailed by a goat.
Those plans had sprouted almost two months earlier, sparked by a
conversation he’d had with his sister, Emily. Seven weeks ago, to be precise…
Daryl had returned to the house late that afternoon to find Joyce carefully
removing a hot apple pie from the oven and placing it on the sill of an open
window to cool. He’d seen her do this perhaps a hundred times during their
15 years of marriage, but somehow, this familiar scene had changed over
time. He couldn’t quite put his finger on it, but lately, the sight of his wife
in the kitchen making his favorite dessert had gone flat. It was as if she
had forgotten to spice the pie. Oh, the traditional cinnamon, nutmeg, and
allspice had been added to the filling—he could smell these spices wafting
through the kitchen. But metaphorically speaking, Joyce had always added
the spices of joy and fulfillment, and now she seemed to be omitting them.
She used to hum while she was cooking for me, Daryl thought, as he lathered
his calloused hands at the sink. When is the last time I heard her hum?
He watched her move from the window back to the stove, where she
basted a pot roast and then added carrots and quartered potatoes to the
Dutch oven. She boosted the flame just a little and turned to him.
“Dinner will be on the table in 45 minutes,” she said. “You have time for a
shower if you want.”
He stepped toward her and put his arms around her. “Are you saying I
smell?” he asked.
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Joyce returned his mischievous wink with wry eyes. “No,” she said. “What I
am saying is that I’m not feeling inclined to confirm it one way or another.”
She gave him a quick kiss on the cheek and turned her attention to the
butcher block island, where salad vegetables were laid out, scrubbed, and
ready to dice.
“Okay,” he said. “I’ll make myself presentable.”
In the shower, his thoughts turned toward a conversation he’d had with
Emily just a few days earlier. He had mentioned to her that Joyce had
seemed a little distant for a while now, and he couldn’t shake the feeling
that he was failing her somehow.
“Well,” Emily had said, “you did almost forget your anniversary last month
and had to get her a last-minute gift that you had clearly put no thought
into. Really, Daryl—a scented candle?”
“I thought candles are supposed to be romantic, and it was lavender. She
loves lavender.”
“But Joyce is such a special person, and she is absolutely the best thing
that ever happened to you,” Emily said. “Just look at the way she supports
you in running this farm.”
It was true. In their 15 years together and the past 12 here on the farm,
she had asked very little and given so much. From raking out stalls and
shoveling manure to donning full-length rubber gloves and helping Daryl
deliver an oversized calf, she was always right there by his side.
“You really should put some effort into showing her that you see how wonderful
she is,” Emily had continued. “She has a birthday coming up—her 40th. Why
don’t you plan something phenomenal?”
As he toweled off, Daryl started thinking about making a grand gesture. It
would be a gesture that would both celebrate her milestone birthday and
compensate for his thoughtless anniversary gift. When they had married,
money was tight. They had put off taking a honeymoon, thinking they
could save and go somewhere wonderful later on, but since taking over
the farm, it seemed there was never time. She seemed perfectly content
to wait, but the years were piling up.
He had also never given her a diamond engagement ring when he proposed
because he couldn’t afford it at the time.
“I’m quite happy with a simple gold band,” she had assured him. “I don’t
need a precious gem on my finger when I have you.”
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That was 15 years ago, and seven weeks ago he noticed that she wasn’t
humming anymore.
She is the gem in this partnership, and I’m going to give her something
to hum about, he was thinking now, as he took a seat on a utility stool
resting in the glow of the barn’s single lightbulb. He opened the small
box he had just taken from his tool chest and studied its contents with
admiring eyes. And now, she’ll have a gem to wear when I take her to
Nova Scotia for a long overdue honeymoon next month. As Daryl thought
about this, a smile gently bent the corners of his mouth.
Eventually, his gaze shifted, and he looked around for any type of
implement that might facilitate an escape. If only the tractor keys were in
his pocket, he could back it into the barn door, which would surely yield
upon impact. But the tractor keys were kept on a hook near the kitchen
door and could be of no help to him now. Unfortunately, his cell phone
was in the kitchen as well, getting a much-needed charge.
Through a narrow slot between the barn’s wall boards, Daryl could glimpse a
sliver of his property. The base of a large tree trunk stood in the distance about
40 yards away. He had felled that tree just a year earlier and now used the flat
surface of the trunk to split wood. He shook his head in growing dismay as he
realized the one tool that could get him out of here—his axe—was currently
lodged in the trunk of that old oak.
Checking his watch, Daryl silently reassured himself that crews would
start arriving in about two hours to begin setting up. He believed he could
yell loudly enough to draw their attention when the time came. Until then,
he decided to recline on a bale of hay and get some rest for the big night.
Not long thereafter, Daryl dozed off. He dreamed of a morning nearly 10 years
earlier, when he and Joyce had conducted a little experiment in the dairy barn.
Joyce had read on the internet that a study had shown cows produced more
milk when they were exposed to slow, soothing music. She had persuaded
him to create a playlist featuring leisurely tunes from some of their favorite
artists. They also mixed in a couple of specific songs mentioned in the study:
“Perfect Day” by Lou Reed and “Bridge over Troubled Water” by Simon and
Garfunkel. Then, they went to the barn to play the music for their girls. They
never did conclude one way or another that the music had made a difference
in the milk production that day, but it sure had lifted their own spirits. Daryl
and Joyce wound up dancing until lunchtime as they listened to “Can You Feel
the Love Tonight” by Elton John and “Lady in Red” by Chris de Burgh.
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As the watery edges of that dream began to ebb, Daryl stirred. Through
the haze of fading slumber, he believed he could still hear Elton John’s
voice echoing in the rafters. His eyes fluttered open, and he squinted
at the glare of a sinking sun gleaming in through the small window on
the west wall. As he raised his hand to shield his eyes, a perfectly round
flash bounced on the ceiling like the pinpoint light of a laser, only larger.
Confused, he sat up and tried to reposition. The reflective flash vanished.
Now he realized that he could still hear Elton John, and it had not been
a dream. The DJ had been setting up on the patio and was testing his
sound equipment. Daryl checked his watch. It was nearly 5:30. Guests
would be arriving soon, and Emily was due to bring Joyce back to the
house at six o’clock.
He began to shout but soon realized that from this distance, his voice would
never be heard above the music. Although no more than two minutes had
passed, he checked his watch again. As he did, he caught another glimpse
of the bouncing flash of light. He moved his hand once more and saw the
flash ricocheting high on the wall.
“It’s the ring,” he muttered. Joyce’s gift, which he had slipped onto his
pinky earlier to admire, was reflecting the light of the sun, and that gave
him an idea.
Daryl snaked his way through a maze of obstacles and moved to the west
wall of the auxiliary barn, where he’d spotted a knothole in the wood. He
held his left hand, which bore the diamond ring, at the opening and turned
it from side to side, as if he were a queen waving to a crowd of adoring
fans. The dairy barn stood to the southwest, and just as Daryl hoped, the
reflection of the diamond struck the structure’s siding with a series of bright
flashes. It was highly unlikely that a caterer or the DJ would notice it from
behind the patio wall, but as guests arrived and parked their cars where
Daryl had instructed them to, they might see it.
It was just five minutes later when Daryl heard a car pull up the gravel
drive on the east side of the house and roll slowly back to the open field,
where he had staged a makeshift parking lot already accommodating the
DJ’s van and a catering truck. He couldn’t see who it was from where he
stood but didn’t wait to hear car doors slam to start flashing his SOS. His
efforts did not draw an initial response.
As more guests arrived, conversations arose on the patio, and the big
question circulating among them was, “Where is Daryl?” Joyce’s mother
approached the DJ and promptly interrupted the music to ask him if he’d
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seen the host. She was told that no one had seen him since arriving more
than an hour earlier to set up, and he and the caterers had just proceeded
with the party preparations they’d discussed with Daryl when they were hired.
Once this news was reported to Joyce’s father and began to circulate, a
search party of sorts was formed. Women searched the house, and the
men set out into the fields toward the outbuildings. One noticed a flashing
light that might have been coming from the auxiliary barn, and another
reported hearing shouts from that direction. Moments later, a wobbly
barricade bar was lifted from its bracket and the door swung open to
reveal a haggard-looking but smiling Daryl Olson.
Just then, Emily pulled into the drive on the opposite side of the house
with the guest of honor. As Daryl and the others hurried back to the patio,
he spotted Joyce emerging from the car looking beautiful in a new red
sundress that she had surely purchased that day, and that Emily must have
persuaded her to wear home. They all converged, and as Joyce looked from
one face to the next with confusion in her eyes, they shouted, “Surprise!”
Daryl took one last step toward her, cupped both of her hands in his
own, and rather weakly said, “Surprise.” He shrugged sheepishly, slipped
the ring on her finger, and added, “I know it’s two days early, but happy
birthday.” He was sweaty and disheveled and a little hoarse from yelling,
but his entire face was beaming.
Joyce began to throw her arms around him, and he intercepted them.
“I think I might smell,” he said. “I’ve been locked in the auxiliary barn
since you left with Emily and haven’t had a chance to shower.”
Joyce smiled mischievously. “Well, let’s just confirm that, shall we?” she
said, pulling a straw from his shaggy hair. She hugged him tightly and
nuzzled his neck. “Hmmm,” she said, “musky with stale hay undertones
and a barn cat finish. Delicious!”
Just then, the DJ cranked up “Lady in Red,” and Daryl danced with his
wife as she hummed in his ear and her diamond flashed in the lights
strung on the patio. They danced for a very long time, even after guests
had departed and the DJ had packed up his equipment and left. That
night, the Olsons danced until the cows came home.
The End
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